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“This fall, our theme is Individuality, which goes back to our initial question of
what Korean art is. We interviewed unique artists who redefine art in their own
terms. From sculpting to culinary art, these artists show how art starts from one
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Five years ago, a group of students gathered in their dorm room to talk about
Korea’s art scene. At the time, there were many issues with the arts industry that made
it hard for emerging artists to sustain their careers. One of the reasons was that, in a
culture that is sensitive to trends, public interest is a double-edged sword. Many talented
artists either do not get enough attention or are excessively consumed. The end result
was that Korea’s arts and culture lacked a clear identity and only boasted short-lived
characteristics.
The students wanted to push for a different atmosphere, a sustainable one in which the
stakeholders mutually benefit. They envisioned a cultural platform in the form of a magazine. English was chosen as the main language so that artists who could not speak
English could use the magazines to introduce themselves abroad. A team of like-minded
students got together for the task. A year later, ACCESS was published.
After many ups and downs, this issue marks our fifth anniversary. The goal stays the
same. At ACCESS we believe that sustainability is a goal that must be shared in Korea’s
arts and culture scene. As a cultural platform bridging diverse artists and the public, our
community gets tighter as it ages.
So far, we have covered a range of issues related to sustainability: Coexistence, Circulation, Preservation, Communication, Diversity, and Community. This fall, our theme is
Individuality, which goes back to our initial question of what Korean art is. We interviewed unique artists who redefine art in their own terms. From sculpting to culinary
art, these artists show how art starts from one individual’s observation of the world. We
hope that this issue helps readers partake of our challenge.

Warm Regards,
Gyuwon Baek
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INDIVIDUALITY
INDIVIDUALITY

AROUND THE CULTURE

From Coexistence, Circulation, Preservation, Communication,
Diversity, and Community, we realized that all past editions
From Coexistence, Circulation, Preservation, Communication,
were about preserving a certain value in an already existing
Diversity, and Community, we realized that all past editions
community of artists and audience, so that the group becomes
were about preserving a certain value in an already existing
a sustainable one. It was the right time to ask where that
community of artists and audience, so that the group becomes
community starts—an individual artist. The artist’s observation
a sustainable one. It was the right time to ask where that
of society, followed by his or her interpretation into artwork then
community starts—an individual artist. The artist’s observation
attracts a wider audience.
of society, followed by his or her interpretation into artwork then
attracts a wider audience.
- ACCESS - ACCESS -

HEERAE KIM
GYUWON BAEK
YUN JI HAN
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Individuality That is Irreplaceable”
b y. H E E R A E K I M

“The events I’ve experienced, the books that I’ve read, the places I’ve been to, the lectures I’ve
attended, and the objects I’ve possessed are the small things that, taken together, have made me
the person I am today and have made me see myself as irreplaceable.”

Artistic individuality is sometimes widely admired by the public. Images of those who are living their
one-of-a-kind lives are reflected everywhere—on television, on social media, and in gallery displays.
Now let’s get real. We ordinary people who would not think of ourselves as artists with strong
characteristics, often appreciate such distinctive lives and then return to our individual lives, which
can, as a result, seem a bit more meaningful and inspiring. Even so, individuality is sometimes
seen as overrated in this modern world. Where uniformity is admonished for the sake of efficiency,
individuality can be challenged.
How can an individual who spends most of their time in a small cell build individuality? Throughout
my two and a half years with ACCESS, I’ve dimly learned that experiences and thoughts which might
not seem so great flock together and contribute to the formation of oneself; how ‘I’ think, how ‘I’
speak and behave, and how ‘I’ see the world. The perspectives, thoughts, and behaviors that only ‘I’
can demonstrate make me irreplaceable. In many cases, people can recognize the fact that they are
special by experiencing the mutual devotion of loved ones. Loved ones are only a medium that enables
a recognition of irreplaceability. Such irreplaceability does not fade away even when the medium is
nonexistent (when the loved one is not present).
The events I’ve experienced, the books that I’ve read, the places I’ve been to, the lectures I’ve attended,
and the objects I’ve possessed are the small things that, taken together, have made me the person I am
today and have made me see myself as irreplaceable. Although every small element of a personality
might not be so special and grand, those small elements combined construct a person’s individuality. I
should add that ACCESS is another element that can contribute toward an irreplaceable individuality.
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Artists Redefining Korea’s Art and Culture”
b y. G Y U W O N B A E K

“Almost all of the artists we interviewed for this topic began their careers and communities without
a grand mission. The starting point isn’t usually big, more often a small trigger that excites the
individual artist. But then, it’s also an individual inspiration that can change a whole industry.”

In choosing our theme for the fifth-anniversary
issue at ACCESS, we wanted to go back to the
original questions that motivated the founding
members to establish the magazine: What is
Korean art? What about culture? Do distinct
cultural and artistic characteristics make Korean
art and culture recognizable? If so, how can these
be branded so that Korean art is recognizable not
only within Korea but also from outside?
With such questions in mind, we looked
back on the past editions. From Coexistence,
Circulation, Preservation, Communication,
Diversity, and Community, we realized that all
past editions were about preserving a certain
value in an already existing community of
artists and audience, so that the group becomes
a sustainable one. It was the right time to ask
where that community starts—an individual
artist. The artist’s observation of society, followed
by his or her interpretation into artwork then
attracts a wider audience.
We selected interview candidates whose insights
are original, making changes in the way we see
the world. For instance, Seungji Mun, introduced
in Creative Culture, is a designer whose furniture
designs allow us to see pets as family members.

Han Bok Ryeo, in Story, is a maestro of Korean
traditional cuisine and sees traditional dining
as a means to meditate and enrich oneself in
an increasingly individualistic society. The
emerging and established artists covered in this
issue are especially those whose artworks present
a powerful message.
At the same time, we realized that almost all of
the artists we interviewed for this topic began
their careers and communities without a grand
mission. The starting point isn’t usually big, more
often a small trigger that excites the individual
artist. In Story, take Pastel Music as an example-it is an indie record label company at the
forefront of bringing indie music to its present
height. Eung-min Lee, the CEO, did not set out
to change the music scene. Instead, he wanted
to share with the public minor music he liked.
Many loved his selections and created a fanbase;
now, we can find indie music ranked on K-Pop
charts. An individual’s inspiration changed the
whole music industry.
Each artist shared with us their original
inspirations, struggles, and successes. With my
term at ACCESS almost over, I hope that this
edition gives readers food for thought.
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“Born, Lost, and Found”
b y. Y U N J I H A N

“After all, we are the owners of our life as we are.
So what will you do to find yourself and make the world a better place?”

Every youth endures a phase of pondering which
path to take in society, feeling lost amidst the
dump of items which all lost its owner and its
place in the world. I too went through that phase,
seeking my place in this world and how I could
make myself worthy to better society.
To seek answers to my questions, I decided
to fly somewhere completely different from
where I lived, offering myself time and space
to investigate more about this world, its
environment, its people, and, above all, myself.
I spent my exchange semester in Amsterdam—
the city renowned for its energetic atmosphere,
liberal-minded youths, lively cycling commuters,
and great location within the continent for
intra-city travel. Travelling different cities most
weekends, I was able to absorb different ways
of lives people live and observe the aesthetics
they pursue. I put in sustainable efforts to build
lasting connections to these cultural contacts,
which in the end inspired me to find my place in
the realm of art.
The inspiration hit me in the art museums
I madly visited during trips around Europe.
It was indeed a stirring experience to see for
myself actual paintings of epic artists who had
founded new art movements, and to view their
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private realm in ways of thinking expressed with
artistic originality later influencing the future
art scene. Also striking was the power of art to
gather people from all over the globe in front of
a painting and to inspire personal interpretations
and perspectives. Pablo Picasso, for example,
created Guernica as a response to wartime
tragedy and as a reinterpretation of his own
professional adversity. His masterpiece resonates
with viewers to this day, allowing them to make
their own meaning.
Artistic integrity has little power in isolation;
original ideas emerge from private spheres but
carry timeless value when expressed, shared,
reinterpreted, and communicated amongst other
people. I found the most value and excitement
in discovering hidden stories behind art
works, thanks to the work of art curators, who
communicate among the artist, society, and
viewers.
My pondering phase allowed me to find myself
and a vocation to better the world—becoming
an art curator who inspires everyone to become
liberal artists, free to express their true selves.
After all, we are the owners of our life as we are.
So what will you do to find yourself and make the
world a better place?

CREATIVE CULTURE
XOOANG CHOI
HEE MIN YANG
SEUNGJI MUN
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Xooang Choi
Sculptor
http://www.xooang.com
2002 B.F.A Sculpture, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
2005 M.F.A Sculpture, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
2013 Who is Alice? - Venice Biennale Collateral Event, Light Box Gallery, Venice, Italy (Group Exhibition)
2014 Burning down the house, Gwangju Biennalle, Gwangju, Korea (Group Exhibition)
2014 The Blind For The Blind, Musee d’Ansembroug, Liege, Belgium
2015 Obedience - Akeda or Sacrifice of Issac, Jewish Museum, Berlin, Germany (Group Exhibition)
2016 Dream of Flying, Brandts Museum, Odense, Denmark (Group Exhibition)
2017 Unbodied Objects, Doosan Gallery, New York, U.S.A

XOOANG
CHOI
“F i g u r a t i v e D e p i c t i o n o n H u m a n
C onditi on , S o c i et y and Indiv i du al”
ACCESS visited Xooang Choi’s studio, where distinctive
sculptures of human figures and body parts welcomed its
visitors. Xooang Choi gave us a chance to delve into his genial
insights on individuals in social system and mechanism of
the system itself.
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XOOANG CHOI

b y. H E E R A E K I M

PAGE 14

The motif of your artworks is very consistent. Why do you
constantly work on naked bodies using realistic techniques?

Not all my works depict naked human bodies, but I do
so often to eliminate secondary interpretations. When
people are naked, their occupations, characteristics, or
preferences are not apparent. The naked body solely
expresses the sound existence of humans, which is what
my art aspires. Although they are extremely realistically
depicted, my sculptures are mostly smaller than the actual

Xooang Choi, Dreamers_Forest (detail)
(49*45*118cm, oil on resin, 2015)

size of human body. Instead of being overwhelmed by
its size, the audience can contemplate each individual
though it may be in a strange and disturbing condition.
I try to reflect the condition of actualities and express it
in my work to resonate with the audience. I use elaborate
techniques to depict emotions and human conditions. This
is where realism comes in.
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Xooang Choi, The Wings
(172*48*56cm, oil on resin, 2009)
PAGE 17

Xooang Choi, Islet of Asperger Series
(17*35*13cm, oil on resin, 2008-2010)

Can you explain the process of your artwork? Is there any
development or change in such procedure?
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Xooang Choi, Listener (detail)
(52*40*53cm, oil on resin, 2011)
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Pondering what to do comes first. Usually I use actual
models, for only archetypal forms will be produced if you
sculpt relying on your habit. I also ask my acquaintances
for help for facial expressions and postures. Upon taking
hundreds of photos, based on the photos I sculpt figures
with clay. After casting with plaster, I add exquisite details
such as tendons, veins, and wrinkles. Then I mold it in
silicon and get the figures in resin. Finally, I assemble the
pieces and color them.
The sculpting process takes from one to ten months.
Since sculptures are multidimensional, I need to consider
multiple angles and details. I observe and change fine
points for several months and then cast the figures.
Throughout the process, I contemplate why I started the
work and how it will be perceived by the audience.
I’m finding better techniques as I keep sculpting. Lately
I’ve been thinking that my well-known sculptures are
rather heavy and stuffy. The shell of a human body was
locking up the essence I wanted to reveal, so I’ve been
trying to unravel and fragmentize that shell. I also try
to contemplate emotions from a distance. I am more
interested in how society treats and considers people in a
microscopic perspective.

Although your major works are figurative sculptures,
you are working on painting in New York right now as
a part of Doosan Gallery Residency Program. How do
you differentiate sculpture and painting in your artistic
spectrum?

I paint in a relatively short period, and it is good for
organizing my thoughts. Sculpture, on the other hand,
requires contemplation and preparation. Once a sculpture
is cast it cannot be altered because it is fixed with resin;
painting offers certain comforts as a medium but also
certain limitations, so I don’t want to draw a line between
sculpture and painting.
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It seems like your depiction of Individuals ultimately reveals
human alienation that is rampant in our society. But it is
hard to find a solution to settle the issue of human alienation
as an individual who is also a part of the social system.
What do you ultimately want to achieve or deliver through
your artworks?

I’m deeply concerned about humans’ loss of independence
and essence due to societal control. It feels like our social
system is a fragile and rapidly changing. The society
should change for the individuals, but instead people are
transformed for the system, and a mindset exists that easily
neglects minorities being sacrificed by the social system.
Human dignity is essential for a societal sustainability.
I sometimes am frustrated by my cynical and dark
artworks, but they talk about reality, which is not beautiful
all the time. The ugliness of a broken system should be
discussed, and I hope my artworks will initiate that. I
play a small role, but when my work inspires discussion,
solutions for individuals and society will be gradually
sought. That is where change begins.

Xooang Choi, human-centered more than ever, explores
social issues and personal emotions that spring from
society through his works. Sometimes seen as disturbing
and strange, Xooang Choi’s sculptures provoke our
thoughts on the cause and reality of such disturbance. His
works become the first chapter of contemplation on our
society and its people.
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Hee Min Yang
Creative Director
vandal@vandalcompany.com
www.vandalist.co.kr
2006 Launched Vandalist
2007 B.S. Clothes & Textiles, Yonsei University
2007 CEO / Creative Director at Vandal&Company
2009 Seoul Collection F/W 2009
2013 Creative Director at Andre Kim Blue Label
2015 Creative Director at Jill By Jillstuart in New York, LG Fashion
2016 Seoul Fashion Festival at Olympic Main Stadium

HEE MIN
YANG
“Constantly Venturing New Activities to
Maintain Creativity”
ACCESS visited Hee Min Yang who has been working as
a creative director of the menswear brand ‘Vandalist’ since
2006. When we met him in his newly designed studio in
Hannam-dong, filled with racks of black and white clothes,
he shared his values of individuality and sustainability in
cultural industries.
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H E E M I N YA N G

b y. S O O YE O N K I M

Please introduce yourself and ‘Vandalist’.

I have been interested in music and clothes since childhood. I liked all types of music, and I tried to imitate the fashion style
of my favorite bands. For instance, when I was in middle school, ‘Orange group’—a popular group during the 90s at Seoul
Apgujeong comprising kids with economically successful parents—received wide attention because of their unconventional
style. I really loved them, so I tried to imitate their fashion style. This is how I became interested in clothing and music.
Although many say Vandalist epitomizes minimal avant-garde, it is just a created concept, and I actually never limit myself
to that specific style. However, I do believe that the best and most perfect design involves minimalism. When I design
clothes, I delete all types of design that doesn’t have a function.

Vandalism is defined as destruction of property. What is the meaning behind ‘Vandalist’?
Vandalist is not destroying traditional things as the term vandalism usually suggests, but constantly venturing new activities
to maintain creativity. I have tried many new things—not just in design, but also in distribution, marketing, and promotion
to sustain creativity. I believe that all cultural industries depend on creativity.

Is there a process you go through to develop your ideas? What inspires you to keep going?

Things appear in my mind all at once without order. I list things that appear, then I just think about ways to express it in the
best way possible. For example, I just moved my studio to Hannam-dong recently, so the concept for this fall is the idea of
moving. I take feelings and inspiration from sensations such as paint smell, or a grinding construction sound.
Designers take small aspects from daily life that others may easily miss and make something great out of them. Initially,
I was planning to do fashion for only 10 years. But I now feel a unique attachment to this work. I had a feeling that I was
destined to do this kind of work for the rest of my life. It was such a peculiar and esoteric feeling that, right after the show, I
cancelled all interviews and ran away to think about the feeling. The experience motivated me to keep working.
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How do you think individuality plays a role in today’s society?
How does individuality play a role in ‘Vandalist’?

Previously, there was a strong difference between
individuality and popularity. However, I believe that since
many of us now have strong individuality with distinguished
styles, I don’t think it is possible to distinguish between
what is individual and what is mainstream. Those two are
merging. For example, most customers of Vandalist are
aware of their interests and fashion styles, and yet Vandalist
holds more than thirty thousand customers. From this, I
guess we could say the style of Vandalist is simultaneously
distinctly individual and popular.
To maintain both individuality and popularity, I think it
is important for the artist to stay away from being swayed
away by outside influences such as press and media. To
maintain individuality of Vandalist, I do what I really love.
I don’t live for fame or money but to satisfy my interests.

clothes that consumers want, removing the need for human
labor. Although the decreased demand for human labor
is unfortunate news for future generations, there is one
important feature that brings light—the irreplaceability
of human creativity. I believe that human creativity is one
factor that cannot be replaced by machines. Creativity will
continue to be necessary for the sustainability of any type
of cultural industry—so the important aspect we have to
consider is how to maintain creativity.

One of the most passionate and versatile creative directors
in Korea gave us excellent insight into the sustainability
of the fashion industry. Yang emphasized the importance
of creativity in current society of rapid technological
advancements.

What is important for sustainability of the fashion industry?
Creativity. Sustainability of the fashion industry is a
difficult aspect to evaluate because, with fast advancement
of technology, we don’t know how the fashion industry
will change. For instance, with such rapid developments,
the sustainability of fashion industry might be feasible
without humans. In the future, there might be an invention
of vending machines that design and produce the exact
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2012 SS collection fashion show backstage
PAGE 23

Vandalist Lookbook 2017
PAGE 24

Vandalist with Idiotape

Seungji Mun
Furniture Designer
https://www.munseungji.com
seungjimun@gmail.com
2012 Launched MPUP
2012 B.A. Kaywon University of Art & Design
2014 [Four Brothers], in collaboration with COS
2015 A new shape of Kimchi Project
2015 [Economical Chair], in collaboration with RE;CORD
2016 [Look inside furniture collection], in collaboration with Deborah Lippmann

SEUNGJI
MUN
“S t o r y Te l l i n g t h r o u g h
F u r n i t u r e D e s i g n”
Mahatma Gandhi once said the greatness of a nation and
its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals
are treated. Designer Mun Seung Ji started his career at
age 22 by designing furniture for his pets. He says that his
mission as designer was to show the world that pets deserve
consideration. ACCESS was excited to meet this young
designer who shares stories with the world through his
furniture.
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PAGE 28, 29

Seungji Mun, MPUP (shared sofa with pets)
Seungji Mun, Four brothers x COS
ON THIS PAGE

Seungji Mun, A new shape of kimchi

with cements. While Kimchi differs from house to house
with traditions, cements would also be mixed with different
ratios of water and other materials.

I have launched a universal fashion brand [OOZE] with the
support of UN Habitat. Our team designed an unbalanced
coat for the disabled and it was a huge success. Do you have
any future plans for the social minorities?

I had already planned to design a wheelchair for the disabled,
so I was quite surprised when I received the question.
I have always asked why wheelchairs should be luxury
goods. Wheelchairs should be comfortable, functional, and
long-lasting without being a burden. I plan to study the
wheelchair in the future to address such discomfort.

Most of my designs are actually based on single households,
but are not limited. I believe that people choose furniture
for a reason, and they have their own stories to share. Thus,
as a designer, I want to make furniture that merges my story
with that of the user.

Seungji Mun has more to show the world by telling stories
through furniture. He addresses that conveying messages
through furniture is what motivates him the most when
working. As the world is striving for individuality, he
believes that each individual story can create a warmer
society, and as a designer, he shall provide the design that
can go along with it.

The social trend nowadays goes with individuality, and
this seems to have impact on furniture industry. Would
individuality be considered in your design in the future?
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SEUNGJI MUN

b y. Y U N A H KO

process. Since COS’s identity is modern minimalism and sustainable clothing, I presented an economical chair, the
“Four Brothers,” to alarm customers about the amount of industrial garbage that furniture production creates. By placing
the chair and its explanation in the store, I confronted shoppers with the problem and invited them to think about it.
This kind of thinking process is a sign of change. A higher awareness of industrial garbage will slowly produce change.

Collaboration work with Deborah Lippmann shows a cylinder-shaped chair with half side covered with flowers and the other
half with mirror. However, the beautiful flowers are hardly recognized unless the audiences step forward. What was your
intention for such design?

From when did you start making furniture for the pets?

I saw videos about animal abuse, and, as a pet owner, I was shocked. I wanted to make society where animals were deeply
integrated in. Through this design, I asserted that pets should be treated as family members and that they deserve to
be respected by having their own private places. My design was also to address the growth of single households. The
increasing number of single households provided me the opportunity to the variety designs that I could develop. I believe
that members of a house shall all be happy, and the boundary had included the pets to extent.

Your work [Economical Chair] is known for its minimalistic, eco-friendly design. This work certainly pursues sustainability,
and it had its more attention due to the collaboration work with the brand COS. What did you want to convey?

When the exhibition was held, I intentionally placed the flowery decoration area to be unseen from the front side of
the furniture. The work was based on the word sincerity and interaction. When people communicate with others, they
choose to share feelings when both the speaker and the listener feel close to one another. In the exhibition space, I
intentionally arranged the flowery decoration area to be invisible from the front side of the furniture. When exhibition
attendees came to the mirror, they could see the decorative aspect and experience the essence of the furniture.

[A New Shape of Kimchi] demonstrates a stool-chair made with cement. Kimchi, chair and cement seem to be unmatched
with one or the other, but how did these three go together?

As a furniture designer, I had always felt the responsibility to find a use for discarded materials after designing furniture.
When COS suggested a collaboration project, I wanted to create a chair that uses all materials in the manufacturing

This project was held by an art fair in Seoul, and the topic was Kimchi. I began making Kimchi and found out that the
process overlapped the way cement is made into concrete. At the same time, I thought about the most simplistic design of
a chair—a stool. As the main ingredient for Kimchi is cabbage, the main part of stool—the circular part—would be made
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PROJECT DUKHOO: FINDING FLOW
GREEN PLUGGED FESTIVAL
SEOUL INTERNATIONAL NEWMEDIA FESTIVAL
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Project Dukhoo: Finding Flow
“Dukhoo Inside Everybody”
b y . S O O I N PA R K
The Korean word ‘Dukhoo’ came from the Japanese word
Otaku, meaning ‘a person who stays at home’. It was originally
a derogatory term, with many negative connotations such
as antisocialness, fixation, and closed personality. Recently,
however, it also means someone more smart, fun, and
passionate.
<Project Dukhoo: Finding Flow> featured this interesting
change of implication. Held from April 11th to July 9th
at Buk Seoul Museum of Art, the two-part exhibition
showed the reinvented Dukhoo culture in Korea. The
first part featured Dukhoo cultural leader SungBae Koh’s
“The Kooh” magazine, and the second featured ten artists
each displaying an understanding or experience related to
Dukhoo culture.
Each issue of SungBae Koh’s magazine shows different
Dukhoo activities that Koh himself did. Before looking

around a room, you first complete a Dukhoo type test on
the wall next to the entry which tries to reveal a Dukhooness
inside everybody. This reveals the kind of Dukhoo you are.
According to your type, varying from A to D, you view the
works in the room in a certain order. For example, if you are
a A-Type Dukhoo (Dukhoo of collecting things), you can
go to the occult section first, where you find a collection of
various occult materials that SungBae Koh gathered when
he was a teenager. If you are a D-Type Dukhoo who likes
being alone, you can go to the craft section to find out how
Koh created human body parts using the materials he found
at traditional markets, and then to the manga section where
the recipes and pictures of foods that appear in various
mangas are displayed.
In the second exhibition room were works that either show
the Dukhoo-ness of each artists, or shed light on Dukhoo
culture. Curator ChaeHa Kim says she tried to look at the
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private realm of artists’ work. She regarded any work that is
related to private hobbies as Dukhoo culture. For instance,
LeePark Kim, one of the participating artists who identifies
herself as plant Dukhoo, displayed his beloved plants’ ID
pictures, and video of himself replanting. SungJae Kim,
character designer and clay artist, introduced his collection
of character figures which have inspired him for his artwork.
Works that look at the Dukhoo culture from external
perspectives were also displayed: the following artists
are not by themselves a Dukhoo, but they contemplated
Dukhoo culture and made the result into an artwork.
Minki Cho’s video features himself as an occult Dukhoo
who is obsessed with supernatural phenomenon to offer a
closer look at who defines and labels someone as Dukhoo.
MinJung Song, based on her experience of running an
Instagram account devoted to sweet desserts, made a short
video [Cream, Cream Orange] which deals with changing
and image-oriented Dukhoo culture in modern society.
Although Dukhoo has been regarded as an unchanging
attribute of a person, these days where trend is changing
fast and the impression of Dukhoo culture is very positive, a
lot of people also call themselves a Dukhoo even if they are
not very engaged with the subject. If they find one subject
(such as a cake) interesting, they easily form a Dukhoo
community around it. It seems like while Dukhoo activities

tell much about one’s individuality, they also reflect what is
prevalent in society.
“It is their passion that makes people develop positive
view on Dukhoo – Dukhoo is an antonym for apathy and
predictable routine,” says Kim. In today’s world where
uniqueness is followed, it is regarded as a great value to have
a continuous passion in a certain area. According to Kim,
the diversification of society and more opportunity to speak
freely contributed for Dukhoo’s surfacing. We are moving
away from uniformity.
Dukhoo and the recent change of perspective on them says
a lot about individuality. They are not pursuing efficiency
but rather their own satisfaction. <Project Dukhoo:
Finding Flow> suggests that seeking one’s happiness and
‘finding flow’ no matter what others say enables us to find
our individuality and survive in this consumption-driven
society.
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Sung Bae Koh, Making
KiJong Zin, Match The Hatch (2017)

Green Plugged Festival
“Creating a Green World”
b y. E U N J I L E E
Last May, thousands of people in all ages gathered at Nanji
Hangang Park for Green Plugged Festival. Starting from the
main entrance, you could see people dispersed all over the
site, enjoying diverse activities, performances, and events,
such as live concerts, picnics, food and beverage booths, and
culture markets. The place was filled with music and laughter.
ACCESS met with Kim Han Seung, CEO of Green Plugged, to
hear about his dream to create a “green world”.

Kim first came up with Green Plugged Festival, while
envisioning a universal campaign that would engage
people globally. He believed that, for a sustainable world,
we had to focus on the natural environment and on human
relationships. That is why he thought of the idea to gather
those “green” concepts and “plug” it all together to form a
“green world”. Since music is a globally common interest, he
organized an eco-friendly music festival to raise awareness
of environmental problems.
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Green Plugged also promotes its theme of nature and the
environment in the festival’s marketing process. Rather than
pasting posters on streets, Green Plugged properly pays
universities to hang its posters on their notice boards. The
campaign also actively utilizes SNS for viral marketing. For
any paper product, it uses recycled paper and sometimes
even prints with soybean oil.
Kim emphasized that the aim of the festival is not to
drastically change people’s attitudes and lives to protect the
environment. Instead, the festival’s purpose is to remind
the audience of the environmental problems and provide
experiences so that they would pass on the positive vibes
to other people. “We worked hard to provide comfort
and show sincerity to people since the very beginning
and I think our audiences recognize and appreciate these
efforts.” Green Plugged provides diverse conveniences to

its audience, such as lowering the ticket prices as much as
possible, eliminating any restrictions on foods purchased
outside of the site, and running a shuttle bus system.
Kim plans to globally expand Green Plugged Festival in the
future. He wishes to form a network of artists and another of
festival organizers of different countries to broaden Green
Plugged Festival into Asia and later on, into the world.
By doing so, he hopes to gather individuals of various
ethnicities and nationalities so that they could interact and
share their interests to create a more sustainable “green”
world.
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Crowd enjoying the festival
Performance held at the festival (2017)

EVENTS

Seoul International
Newmedia Festival
“Searching for New Language”
b y . YA E J I N J E O N
From August 17th to 25th, alternative visual culture factory i-Gong held the 17th New Media Film Festival featuring about 100
videos of artists from more than 20 countries. This year’s festival highlights were increased number of screenings, VR (Virtual
Reality) video special screening corner, and NeMAF Lab and retrospective exhibit of Jan Svankmajer, who is the master of
surrealist animation. ACCESS met Yeonho KimJang, the founding head director of NeMAF to hear more about the festival.
KimJang explains that the phrase “New Media”, or alternative video, expresses content that existing video forms cannot
achieve. Those excluded from the dominant societal discourse become the principal agent in the alternative videos.
NeMAF functions is a platform, forming a field where non-mainstream artists can speak up, individual voices are heard,
and diversity is preserved. She says, “If this movement settles as a certain genre, it would be a culture that people can
contemplate on. I can say that NeMAF is motivated by its ultimate goal to establish genres of alternative videos that speak
of the marginalized.”
Despite the infinite possibility of inventing new languages and forms of expression, alternative video by lack of lay
comprehension. Since alternative videos are not commercial films, lack of public interest from the public is a big difficulty.
KimJang explains that the process of constantly expressing and systemizing “the other” in language is necessary. Strategy
and tactics are also needed. NeMAF is instrumental in familiarizing the public with alternative videos featuring “the other.”
KimJang believes making alternative film more approachable must start from the contemporary zeitgeist. This is why, every
year, NeMAF opens the festival with themes reflecting a significant event of a specific period in Korea. Last year’s theme was
“Imaginary Politics”. This year’s theme is “Naming, Dividing, and the Possibility of Being In-Between”. It invites intellectual
conversation tackling the separation that continues even when people speak of a new better world. . Minorities are often
left out the benefits of the “new” world, unnoticed in the margins of the society. The 17th NeMAF asks participants to think
about the conflicts created by the system of separation fortifying the marginalization.
While KimJang emphasizes the role of alternative videos which speak for the marginalized, she ultimately pursues a
sustainable community through NeMAF. She believes that individuality must be considered to build a healthier community
where every individual is respected.
TO THE RIGHT

Jan Švankmajer, Little Otik (2000)
Jose Luis Tirado, No, A Flamenco Tale (2016)
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KIM WHANKI

“The Man Leaves, Originality Lives On”
Painter
http://whankimuseum.org
1933 Entered Fine Arts Course at the Nihon University, Tokyo
1948-50 Served as a professor at Department of Art of the Seoul National University, Seoul
1952 Appointed as a dean and professor at the Hongik University, Seoul
1963 Honorary Award (painting), the 7th Sao Paulo Biennale.
1964 Received a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation, New York
1970 Grand Prize, the 1st Korea Arts Exhibition sponsored by the Hankook Ilbo
1974 Passed away at the age of 61, New York

Born in 1913, Kim Whanki was a pioneering abstract artist in Korea. He was also known for introducing
Korean art to cities such as New York and Paris. Through individualistic style, he delivered Koreans’
resentment Han (한) in stylistic and abstract ways that allowed foreigners to understand Korean history of war
and pain. His influence in Korea’s art scene continues to this day, more than a century after his birth.

b y. S O OYE O N J E N N I F E R K I M
On a sunny morning in June, ACCESS took the winding
drive uphill to reach the Whanki Museum, dedicated to
the internationally acclaimed painter of the 20th century,
Kim Whanki. There, we sat down to have a discussion with
Mijung Park, the director of the gallery, on Kim Whanki’s
artistic endeavors and the founding ideas of the Whanki
Museum.

let my paintings live on in my home country,” his wife built
the Whanki Museum in Korea, near Sung-Book dong,
where Kim had lived.

Can you tell us briefly about the founding philosophy of the
Whanki Museum?

The Whanki Museum holds two of his favorite works:
“Where Will We Meet Again, In What Form” and
“Universe”. They both reflect two questions Kim constantly
asked himself: “Who am I as an artist?” and “What
should my art pursue?” “Where Will We…” is one of his
first complete abstract paintings, and here emerged his
distinctive style of entirely using the pointillist method.
“Universe” represents Kim at the center of the world,
the melting pot that is New York. It established the style
that he would later use to communicate better with the
rest of the world. Thus, these two are both pivotal in his

The Whanki Museum was founded by the artist’s wife,
Hyang Ahn Kim, in 1992, who also set up the Whanki
Foundation in 1975. Its headquarters is in Seoul, and it has
branches in Paris and New York. He was only 61 when he
suddenly passed away, and she felt that his artistic genius
must thereafter be preserved and perfected. Because Kim
had said, “I don’t care where I’m buried after I’m dead, but

What is Kim Whanki’s most significant legacy that continues
to live on today?
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PREVIOUS PAGE
Kim Whanki, Sounds of Spring 4-I-66 (178*128cm, oil paint on canvas, 1966)
ABOVE Kim Whanki, Pots and Women (54*120cm, oil paint on canvas, 1951)

life and iconic for the artists of today, who must also ask
themselves the same questions.

Is there one common theme or characteristic that runs
through all of his diverse phases that defines all of his work
as inherently “his”?

Namely, his artistic spirit of tirelessly experimenting and
giving himself new challenges. It can also be dubbed as
“avant-garde.” All of his diverse styles, however, were a
basis for a certain consistency to always define his own
identity. The forms were ever-changing, but in essence he
stayed the same.

What influence did Hyang Ahn Kim have on Kim Whanki’s
life and art?

She was his manager, secretary, and faithful friend, always
creating the right environment for her husband to focus
on his work. She left for Paris first and made arrangements
for his first overseas exhibition. She learned French and
English and translated for her husband. She was also a
fellow artist and his muse. Without her, artist Kim Whanki
would not be complete.

Kim Whanki is known for the merging of Western abstract
art style and Eastern emotional timbre, which many others
also have tried. How was he different?

He was the most successful where so many others have
tried and failed. His work didn’t seem forced and unnatural
like an Eastern painter trying too hard to fit into the
Western standards. He left Korea for Paris to find himself
in relation to a wider world. He struck a perfect balance
between his Western painting skill and the Taoist ideology
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ABOVE Kim Whanki, Refuge Train (37*53cm, oil paint on canvas, 1951)
NEXT PAGE
Kim Whanki, Way Back Home (98*79cm, oil paint on canvas, 1950s)

of assimilating oneself and becoming one with nature. He
portrayed Korean china, moon, rivers, and delivered the
sentiments so well that even the Paris critics shed tears.

It was very interesting to me that even when Kim Whanki
depicted a war-torn Korea, he used bright, happy colors, and
even in his works only made up of dots, there is a poignant
sense of emotion. Can you explain this for us?

The artist adds another layer of his own insight onto the
stark physical reality. Kim saw each individual’s innocence
and warmth even amidst the pain of the Korean War.
This was not him being callous to people’s sufferings, but
rather elevating the bare sentiment. This is transcendental
aesthetics at work between the real world and the ideal.
Kim Whanki said that when he put one dot on the paper,
it transcended the physical world and entered a higher
dimension.

What are some of Whanki Museum’s efforts to teach the new
generation of people about Whanki Kim and his artwork?

Both the Whanki Foundation and the museum sponsor
young artists all over the world, as Kim wished. “Prix
Whanki” chooses young artists, and their exhibitions are
held in the Whanki Museum. We also try to create programs
for specific groups of people. 3 years ago, in association
with the Museum of Modern Art, we collaborated with
their projects for combating Alzheimer’s. We are also in
the progress of trying to write a biography.

What would Kim Whanki say about how art and artists are
perceived in the current Korean society?

Just three sentences. Contemplate more, experiment more,
and dig deeper into the essence.
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For his whole life, Kim Whanki was an innovative artist who excelled at each different artistic challenges he gave himself:
portraying the world that he comes from in his own way, coming up with a new way of artistic symbolism that is totally
abstract, and also the marriage of two different cultures while nevertheless rendering the combination as uniquely
his. It eventually all boiled down to the deeper realization of self, both as an artist and as a human being in relation
to his environments. His life is inspiring to us, because many of us are losing our individuality despite living in the
overwhelming diversity of the current society. He was a pioneer at a time period where individual originality was not as
widely encouraged. His life and the lesson that it gives us must be more recognized in the mainstream culture.
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HAN BOK RYEO

“The Pinnacle of Korean Food Culture”
Culinary Artist
http://www.food.co.kr
food@food.co.kr
1990 Director of the Institute of Korean Royal Cuisine
1991 Received commendation from the Minister of Culture - Foodservice Management
2000 Food organizer at the North-South Korean summit
2002 Consultant at Asiana Airlines - First Class Korean Menu developer
2003 Food Director at Daejangeum
2005 Food Director at APEC Busan
2007 Nominated as Important Intangible Cultural Property (무형문화재) No.38
2011 Consultant at The King of Joseon, Metropolitan Museum, New York

Korean royal cuisine is known for its long history and characteristics of nobility. ACCESS was able to meet Han
Bok Ryeo, considered to be the living legend of Korean royal cuisine in present.

b y. Y U N A H KO
Preserving the legacy of Korean royal cuisine, Han Bok Ryeo
invited ACCESS to the Institute of Korean Royal Cuisine,
located near Gyungbok Palace. Founded in 1971, the institute
served as the leading edge to the global recognition of Korean
food. Since royal cuisine represents traditional values and
thoughts of our ancestors, the recognition towards it seemed
to be highly regarded in our society.

If we consider royal cuisine in a sincere manner, what would
be the core reason be? Where do you think the value of
Korean royal cuisine comes from?

The Korean royal cuisine that we know today comes
from Chosun dynasty. Chosun era lasted for 500 years, so
there were many changes in regards to foods, formality,
and method, but the core values never changed. Chosun
Dynasty was based on Neo-Confucianism, where ye

(courtesy) and hyo (filial duty) were highly regarded.
The royal family believed that the people would conform
to these values when they comply with the standards of
the royal cuisine. Accordingly, the royal court set strict
regulations on ritual practices, and in every condition,
they had their own designated setup and arrangement
of the table. Thus, demonstrating the table to Kings and
Queens gave court ladies the obligation to serve them
with perfection, and this is the value of royal cuisine. The
preparation of food was pursued the finest formality.

What does Korean royal cuisine mean to you? How much do
you take it into consideration?

Royal cuisine is our traditional culture that we must
preserve and make the effort to let the legacy continue for
more than hundreds of years. It has great social value and
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has even been nominated as important cultural property
(무형문화재) for such reason. I feel sorry that Koreans have
a vague perception towards royal cuisine, and this yields
me with greater responsibility to let the legacy continue.
Thus, I always consider the path I must lead and bear with
as means to pass down the traditional value onto the next
generation.

Korean drama Daejanguem (대장금) has contributed
greatly in spreading Korean royal court cousin in our society.
How do you interpret this phenomenon?

Daejanguem had impact on spreading Korean royal court
cuisine in Korea and to the world beyond. In fact, this
drama brought a new cultural wave of Hallyu. I actually
worked as the food consultant at that time, and my
intention was to show our ancestors’ belief about the food.
They believed food as way to boost the immune system
against serious illness. Preparation for food was done
sincerely.

The social trend nowadays is a collaboration of different
themes. It goes same with the food industry, and I believe
collaboration could be one of the ways to overcome problems
that royal cuisine faces. What is your view towards fusion of
foods for solution?

To make our Korean food globalized, collaboration is
inevitable in our current society. However, one thing that
concerns me is when the collaboration work is presented in
a far-fetched manner. When preparing for food, the cook
should have a deeper understanding about the ingredients
and sauces, and the synergy of fusion is made when the
cook is the master of certain knowledge. Therefore,
collaboration would be better if the two different themes
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work in a mutual relationship, supplementing one and the
other.

The Institute serves specific programs that allows people
to access royal cuisine. Besides its program, how is the
development of knowledge or the preservation being
organized?

Those who are interested in the royal cuisine register
for programs and take lessons regularly for their own
fulfillment. When they finish the lessons, some choose
to be researchers and be my co-worker. We search for
remnants of traditional records, all written in unfamiliar
Chinese. Through studying the records, we reproduce
them based on the documentations. This job is important
in preserving the royal cuisine and developing the
knowledge that know today. Therefore, I keep studying
and expect my students to also study together when they
finish the training program.

My first impression with royal cuisine was that it would not
match with individuality, a rising social trend. What would
be a way for royal cuisine to catch up?

I do acknowledge the fact that a new food culture is
arising, called honbap (혼밥). Surprisingly, all traditional
royal cuisine was served individually to Kings and Queens.
They did not share meals together, and having alone was
the usual custom. In the same context, dining properly is
a way to treat one-self better. Eating meals roughly just
because they eat alone is not a good habit. With the belief
that each meal could make one healthier, I believe that
thinking of royal cuisine could be one of the best ways to
provide means to enrich one’s value.
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You seem to put effort on royal cuisine for its sustainabl
dining in our society. How do you perceive the future of
Korea royal cuisine?

I believe that the world is well balanced when two
contrasting features coexist: fast food and slow food, with
our traditional royal cuisine representing the slow part.
For Korea to become a well culturally developed society
the legacy of food culture should continue and we must put
effort to preserve it. Rather than perceiving royal cuisine
as somewhat complicated and arduous, we should see it
as beneficial tradition preservation. This way, we will have
more people approaching and learning about the cultural
value that carries along with us in a sustainable manner.

Han Bok Ryeo appeals to the public for more attention to
the traditional value of royal cuisine. She strongly believes
that with the support and interest towards the Korean
royal cuisine, Korean food would bloom throughout the
world.
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Reproduction of traditional Korean
royal cuisine by Han Bok Ryeo
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Traditional Korean refreshments by
Han Bok Ryeo's disciples
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PASTEL MUSIC

“The Music that Moves You”
Eung Min Lee, CEO
pastelcompany.com
info@pastelmusic.com

2002 Label Pastel Music established
2003 Launched Korean indie band management
2006 Won The 3rd Korean Music Awards “Label of the Year”
2008 Started compilation album project “A Lover’s Discourse”
2011 Established online & offline label distribution company “Brownie Entertainment”
2013 Pastel Identity Rebranding
2016 Started School Pastel

Pastel Music has been in the heart of the growth of Korean independent music industry, spreading cultural keywords such as “Hongdae Yeoshin”, a jargon used to describe popular female independent musicians. It continues
to grow, extending its influence to general culture industry.

b y . YA E J I N J E O N
The last few years have seen a boom of indie music in Korea,
with previously non-mainstream artists enjoying nationwide popularity in the K-Pop chart. ACCESS interviewed
Eungmin Lee, the head of established independent record
label Pastel Music. Lee shared with us how he has been
paving the way for independent music long before its current
success.

Starting and maintaining a record label, especially from
a time in which indie music was not that popular, must
have required a lot of effort. How did you come to start the
business?

The music I have always liked is not familiar to others. I
often introduced unpopular works, wondering why others
did not like such good works. I liked giving CDs or tapes
filled with my own sensitivity and opinion. It goes back to
one simple thing: I like sharing with others music that I

think has great value.
While running the business, how to deliver the good music
to the public to share it with them was an important task.
I would say that sincere album reviews intrigue people.
As you can see from our official website, the reviews are
written by artists, poets, and the Pastel community – the
ones who genuinely like that particular album. The review
should not be a mere part of production but should be the
expression of one’s heartfelt affection.

You recruit musicians at all times at Pastel Music. What are
your recruiting standards?

Only thirty percent of our company’s musicians joined our
company by sending demo files. The rest are discovered.
What you get as a result of passive waiting and active
searching is different. We have received numerous
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demo files, but those who succeeded are mostly who we
discovered. World-famous bands such as Oasis and the
Beatles were all found by the producers. The passion of
the producers and the record company to find the hidden
talents is crucial.
I am not sure if there is a clear standard, but the musician
has to move others’ emotion. Music is primarily a melody.
Certain melodies can move the other, but it can also be
a feeling evoked by style or the musician’s attitude. It can
also be the lyrics that move emotions.

Pastel Music released various kinds of compilations. The
most impressive work was the album titled “A Lover’s
Discourse”. What motivated you to start this project?

The name of that compilation album is from the book’s
title, A Lover’s Discourse, written by Roland Barthe, which
has been my favorite book for a long time. The book is
filled with short discourses of love such as empathy and
one-sided love. When I was a college student, I even
made my own compilation album with this theme from

the book by myself. At that time, I filled the album mostly
with foreign musicians. After starting Pastel Music, I
thought it a good idea to do this as a project with Korean
independent musicians.
Most of the compilation albums merely gather all the hit
songs and put an actor’s or actress’s photograph on the
cover. Our compilation album is different as we started
this project with the idea that we should make a themed
compilation album. Starting from the 5th album of the “A
Lover’s Discourse” compilation album series, we collected
actual love stories from the fans of our musicians and used
their stories as inspiration for the included songs.

Since 2016, Pastel Music has been providing an opportunity
to learn through project called “School Pastel”. How did you
start the project and how is it progressing?

It started very small as “Beginning School”. We wanted
the relationship between the teacher and the students to
be intimate and sustainable. For instance, people who like
a certain poet gather in that poet’s class and shares their
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understandings of the poet’s world and works. This is
not about learning skills, but about sharing experiences.
Relationship built between the poet and the students
through the classes last, and the students can poets,
writers, or editors.

Pastel Music is currently growing to cover the culture
industry. I wonder why you started to extend the circle of
your work.

Independent music has wide range of spectrum and
possibility as it reflects each musicians’ individuality. At the
same time it has limitation in that they are hard to reach
the public when musician’s individuality conflicts with
popularity. Pastel music strives to overcome this limitation
as it hopes to contribute to sustainable independent music
and Korean music industry. At the core of his thoughts
about sustainable music industry lied his genuine love for
the music.

I believe that culture, art, and music are organically
connected to each other. Those who like music are highly
likely to like literature or design. I believe that if we operate
within this big picture, it will eventually benefit us as a
company covering all cultural aspects. We cannot imagine
a café without a music or a drama, a movie without a
music. It implies that people are enjoying listening to
music but it also implies that music is getting weaker
commercially. I believe that if music industry moves in
company with other areas of culture and arts, the situation
can be improved.
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Albums of the musicians at Pastel Music
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Musicians of Pastel Music (FLAG and 크리틱)

STUDIO
HEVITZ
LOUNGE DAAM
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Hevitz: Originality and Individuality is the Key
b y. E U N J I L E E

At the very bottom corner of Bomun-dong, near Sinseoldong
station, a leather craft workshop called Hevitz can be found.
Along with selling his products, Lee Jae Ho, owner of Hevitz,
provides regular leather craft lessons at his workshop for
customers who want to implement their own ideas into new
products. By using vegetable leather as the main material,
Lee also produces leather goods that are unique and special
in their own ways and sometimes even modifies them to
offer customized products to individual buyers.

Wanting to fulfill his dreams by pursuing something he
truly appreciated and enjoyed, Lee opened Hevitz, and
it’s been seven years since. While none of the previously
manufactured leather goods in the market pragmatically
met the consumer’s needs, Lee focused on utilizing reliable
materials to create high-quality leather products.
“Once, a customer who bought our leather wallet four
years ago revisited our workshop and bought two more
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of the same kind, one for himself and one as a gift.” After
working as a craftsman for several years, Lee realized that
people would continue to purchase his products as long
as he used good material and classic designs. That is one
reason why he favors vegetable leather above any other
material. Vegetable leather is hard to work with because
it is extremely sensitive to moisture and humidity. It is
also three to four times more expensive than other types
of leathers. However, despite its sensitivity and high
cost, Lee appreciates the fact that vegetable leather is not
artificial but instead, pure, natural, and authentic. Unlike
other chemically manipulated leathers, vegetable leather is
a lot more environmental, so even if it is used for a long
period of time, it does not create blisters. Also, synthetic
and artificial leather, that are made out of vinyl, lose their
originality and leather-like characteristics. However, as
time passes by, vegetable leather more clearly reveals its
authenticity by resulting in many different forms according
to the user’s environment, habit, and lifestyle. For example,
if a vegetable leathered product is used by a sweaty man
who works out on the field, it will age very rapidly,
becoming more dark and glossy on the surface. If the same
product is used by a clean woman who mainly works in the
office, it would age more gradually. So, even if vegetable
leathered products are all identical at first, they end up
becoming completely different products, individualizing
to each owner’s environment and life pattern.
Lee brought out two pieces of leather to show the
differences in their appearances and touch. Chrome
leather was certainly more uniform in color and quality.
It had the same pattern throughout the whole chrome
leather piece and it was softer and suppler to the touch.
As Lee explained, it was fairly resistant to stain and heat as
well. On the other hand, vegetable leather was more rich
and deep in color. It had the distinctive sweet and earthy
fragrance of a natural leather, and although it was more

sensitive to heat, Lee described that vegetable leather had
more durability and strength.
“If you look at other companies, they examine the market,
decide on a consumer group, search their trends, and create
a whole product line according to those data. However, we
manufacture our products by accepting opinions from our
customers and workers every now and then.” Lee comes
up with his own designs and ideas for his products, but
he often gets inspired by his customers as well in order to
pragmatically meet the consumer’s needs. For example,
hand mirror wallet and V Buckle Unibody Bag are both
ideas from students who took Lee’s leather crafts lessons
at Hevitz. They were both items that students personally
wanted to have and Lee decided that they were very
creative yet convenient products that anyone would enjoy
purchasing for everyday life so in such cases, people share
their ideas with Lee, and Lee helps them manufacture their
products.
Throughout his career, Lee worked on building a stable
business system to sustain Hevitz and its workers. That
is one reason why he built an enterprise type workshop
in the first place. With the system, Lee wishes to create a
culture that places value on people and raise technicians
who not only acquire special techniques but also advance
to possess designing and marketing skills. He hopes that
his trained veterans would persist to present original and
sincere, yet affordable leather goods to their customers and
constantly improve Hevitz to form a centennial company.
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Lee Jae Ho working with leather
View of the leather craft lesson at Hevitz
TO THE RIGHT

Leather craft products of Hevitz
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Lounge Daam:
Accentuating Traditional Ingredients
b y. S O O YE O N K I M

Around a small corner in Hyoja-dong near Gyeongbokgung
station, luscious smell comes out of a small studio, decorated
with embellishments that celebrate the valuable culture of
Korea, both traditional and modern. Served delicious food,
ACCESS interviewed Lounge Daam’s owner-chef Maurice
Jeon to find out more about the vision and philosophy
behind the studio.
Jeon hopes to create a modern, refined venue offering
Korean traditional culture. To create such place, the
studio utilizes museum curating. Jeon says, “Through this
method, we can collect, preserve, and display the hidden
gems in this area. We do not seek to collect things that are
well-known and easily approachable by the consumers,
but we seek to collect things that are not easily found, but
yet hold great value within.”
Lounge Daam not only makes continual attempts to
integrate modern and traditional values, but also tries
to preserve region’s specific ingredients. Lounge Daam’s
special drinks utilizing the Korean traditional plant Omija
profile new tastes that are deeply rooted in Korea. When
asked about the reason for choosing Omija, Jeon explained
that, “in current market, there is an abundance of food
that take advantage of ingredients that are not entirely
healthy for our body. But I believe that it is the producer’s
responsibility to provide smart, healthy food for the
consumers. Yet, Omija is a type of berry rooted in Korea
that is very healthy for our body. Its traditional root also
eliminates enormous loyalty payment.”

Jeon sources small amounts of ingredients every day from
Tongyin Traditional Market to ensure freshness and “to
express its refined menus in non-conventional but yet
easy way.” Jeon says that he wants to break the stereotype
that modern and refined menus all require expensive and
scarce ingredients. He also added that, “the traders and
merchants in Tongyin Market are able to pick out better
quality ingredients, so we can definitely depend on them to
provide us good quality ingredients at a reasonable price.”
Jeon pointed out that “keeping the balance between
individuality and mainstream is crucial in order to be
successful in the food industry. We also had this in our
mind when we created the studio.” Lounge Daam has
a distinctive menu and unique philosophy; reasonable
prices make it accessible. Jeon says, “Most of our menus
are under 30,000won, and yet the atmosphere and style of
menu is very elegant and luxurious.”
Societal trends are rapidly changing. Consumers are
constantly seeking the best type of food while producers
are constantly seeking how to deliver the best food.
Jeon contends that, “through such interaction between
consumers and producers, I believe that the food culture
will become more diverse.” To keep up with customer
demand, Lounge Daam updates the menu every three
months, eliminating the use of artificial ingredients as
much as possible. In the future, Lounge Daam expressed
the desire to “interact with those who share the same
vision and philosophy as us, and try to expand them into
other areas.”
TO THE RIGHT

Korean wine and food served at Lounge Daam
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STUDIO

Zero Space: Mapping the City Life
b y . S O O I N PA R K

Zero Space is a graphic design studio run by the team Zero
Per Zero located in Mangwon-dong. As we can see from
their logo, representing the six continents of the world, they
have been working mainly on subway maps and travel goods
for almost ten years. However, these are not a typical map;
they have something special in their designs.

subway map which uses 45-degree angled and straight
lines. Maps with circles and curved lines are hard to make
for sure, but they are certainly more beautiful and unique.
They are representative feature of Zero Per Zero, which
makes it easy for you to know which maps are made by
them.

The most noticeable feature is that each map of different
cities is shaped into cultural symbol that reveals the
essence of the city. For example, the subway map of New
York city is inside a big heart shape, and that of Seoul looks
like a Taegeuk mark with the Han River flowing through
the middle. Making a visible concept for each city instead
of reproducing standardized maps for all of them makes
people feel the city’s identity. This is why Zero Per Zero’s
maps require a long period of consideration before being
made. Geographical traits and characteristic of the city
have to be coordinated well so as to be produced as a map.
The process of mapping is thus very slow and elaborate.

Rather than digital maps that make all the cities look same,
well-made maps that represent a city’s characteristics offer
an opportunity for people to look at the city in different
angle and love it more. We must have a map when traveling,
and the subway is the most frequently used transportation.
We regard a map not only as a helper during the travel
but sometimes also as a souvenir to bring back home to
remember the journey. A map itself can be a romance
and excitement of a city. This makes a map important for
forming the impression of a city.

Another feature of Zero Per Zero’s maps is that they have
circles and curved, right-angled subway lines. This has
almost never been tried before in any other maps, since
most maps before them followed the tradition of the first

Thus, what makes Zero Per Zero’s map sustainable is not
only in its beautiful design. It comes close to the public by
reflecting their daily lives and turning them into a beautiful
new adventure. Walking around with Zero Per Zero’s map
in hand will make you a traveler anytime, anywhere.

TO THE RIGHT

Design products by Zero Per Zero
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A CC E S S AWA I T S YO U.
Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and discuss
more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook page.
We will post important notices such as the magazine themes,
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our
magazine.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org
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